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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes the Hanford Site methodology
used to ensure facility compliance with the natural
phenomena design criteria set forth in the U.S.
Department of Energy Orders and guidance. In
particular, the Hanford Site approach to
designating a suitable facility "Usage Category,"
is presented.

The current Hanford Site methodology for usage
Category designation is based on an engineered
feature's safety function and on the feature's
assigned Safety Class. At the Hanford Site, Safety
Class assignments are deterministic in nature and
are based on the consequences of failure, without
regard to the likelihood of occurrence. The report
also proposes a risk-based approach to Usage
Category designation, which is being considered for
future application at the Hanford Site.

To establish a proper Usage Category designation,
the safety analysis and engineering design
processes must be coupled. This unj.cn produces a
common understanding of the safety function(s) to
be accomplished by the design feature(s) and a
sound basis for the assignment of Usage Categories
to the appropriate systems, structures, and
components.

INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes the
approach currently being used at
the Hanford Site to designate
facility Usage Categories and
proposes a risk-based methodology
being considered for future
application.

The U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE) Order 6430.1A, General
Design Criteria [1], and
University of California Lawrence
Radiation Laboratory (UCRL)-15910,
Design and Evaluation Guidelines
for Department of Energy
Facilities Subjected to Natural
Phenomena Hazards [2], require
that DOE facilities be designed to
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withstand natural phenomena
events. Such design must ensure
"survival of the necessary safety
function(s)" and should be
accomplis- ̂ d in a "graded" manner
commensura>. o with an item's
importance to safety and
environmental protection.

Consequently, a key to
prudent design, from a safety and
environmental protection
perspective, is to establish a
clear understanding of what the
safety function(s) is and what
facility design features are being
relied on to accomplish the safety
function(s) during and/or after an
event, including natural
phenomena. In addition, it is
imperative that the consequence of
an item's failure be determined so
that it can be "ranked" or graded
according to its importance to
safety and/or environmental
protection. Based on an
understanding of an item's safety
function(s) and the consequence(s)
of its failure, a Safety Class
assignment is determined. The
designation of a UCRL-15910 "Usage
Category" is correlated to the
Safety Class assignment to ensure
the appropriate design against
natural phenomena events.

An overview of three of the
DOE's graded approach systems is
provided in the next section to
serve as a foundation for
discussing the methodology used at
the Hanford Site for Usage
Category designation.

OVERVIEW OF THE GRADED
APPROACH SYSTEMS

The DOE Orders and guidance
identify several graded approach
systems to be implemented in the
field, including the following:

a Hazard Classification
system (DOE Order 5481.IB,
jgafety AfifllyMs a n4 j
System, [3])

• a Safety Classification
system (DOE Order 6430.1A
[1])

• a facility Usage Category
system (UCRL-15910 [2]).

Each of these systems is part
of an overall graded approach to
ensure safety and environmental
protection. However, each has a
distinct purpose. This section
provides a conceptual sorting of
their purposes,
interrelationships, and their
integration with design.

PURPOSE OF THE GRADED
APPROACH SYSTEMS

This section presents the
purpose of the three graded
approach systems, defines the
terminology used, and presents the
role of these systems in the
safety analysis and design
process.

Hazard Classification
The DOE Order 5481.IB [3]

establishes a facility Hazard
Classification system. At the
Hanford Site, a Hazard Class
designation is simply viewed as a
piece of information reflecting
the worst case hazard that a
particular radioactive and/or
hazardous material inventory could
present to several potential
receptors, namely the public,
onsite personnel, and the
environment.

in the past, the Hazard Class
designations have been
communicated to the DOE to aid the
determination of the appropriate
DOE and operating contractor
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review and authorisation levels
for design, construction, and
operational decisions. There are
indications that the DOE intends
to use Hazard Classification to
determine the depth of safety
analysis documentation necessary
to support authorisation
decisions.

The Hanford Site does not use
a facility's Hazard Class
designation or label to drive
design requirements. Clearly,
Hazard Classification does not
reflect the true risk associated
with a facility or operation
because it does not account for
the engineered and/or
administrative control features
relied on to prevent or mitigate
postulated accidents.

To implement the Hazard
Classification system, the DOE
operations and field activities
are separated into three Hazard
Classes according to their
inherent hazard potential, without
allowing credit for the actual
design and/or administrative
control features ultimately relied
on to prevent accidents or
mitigate their consequences. The
definitions of each Hazard Class,
as specified in DOE Order 5481.IB
[3], are as follows:

• Low - Those which present
minor onsite and negligible
offsice impacts to people or
the environment;

• Moderate - Those which
present considerable
potential onsite impacts to
people or the environment,
but at most only minor
offsite impacts; and

• High - Those with the
potential for onsile or
offsite impacts to large

numbers of persons or for
major impacts to the
environment.

The qualitative wording in
the Hazard Class definitions allow
for widely varying interpretations
and implementation methodologies
in the field. Therefore, the
Hanford Site is supplementing the
definitions with quantitative
guidance to ensure uniformity and
consistency in Hazard Class
designations.

Safety Classification
The DOE Order 6430.1A [1]

prescribes a Safety Classification
system whose purpose is to
identify and rank design features
(i.e., systems, components, and
structures) according to their
importance to safety and
environmental protection. This
ranking allows for a graded
application of design requirements
and quality assurance to the
design features. This graded
application is intended to ensure
that the reliability of a system,
structure, or component is
commensurate with its importance.

The qualitative definition of
a safety class item in DOE Order
6430.1A [1] is specified in
Section 1300-3.1 as follows:

"Safety Class items are systems,
components, and structures,
including portions of process
systems, whose failure could
adversely affect the environment
or the safety and health of the
public..."

In addition, more
prescriptive characteristics of
safety class items are also
specified in the Order. However,
the prescriptive characteristics
are not definitive enough to
ensure the consistent and uniform
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designation of safety class items
in the field. Employees at the
Hanford Site have supplemented DOE
Order 6430.1A [1] with more
detailed and quantitative guidance
to aid site implementation. A
four-class approach to safety
classification is currently being
used at the Hanford Site. The
four classes are labeled Safety
Class 1, 2, 3, and Non-Safety
Class 4.

In summary. Safety Class 1
items are those relied on to
prevent significant contamination
to the environment and to protect
the public. Safety Class 2 items
prevent moderate contamination of
the environment and protect onsite
personnel not directly associated
with the facility operation or
activity. Safety Class 3 items
are those remaining items that
provide some safety or
environmental protection function.
Non-Safety Class 4 items provide
no safety or environmental
protection function.

The quantitative, Hanford
Site safety class criteria are
deterministic in nature in that
they are single exposure,
concentration, or surface
contamination values, without
regard to the likelihood of the
initiating event.

Usage Categories
As previously discussed, the

UCRL-15910 [2] guidance provides a
uniform approach to determining
the appropriate set of natural
phenomena event design severities
and methodologies for the
design/evaluation of DOE
facilities and their systems,
structures, and components. The
guidelines control the level of
conservatism in the
design/evaluation process so it is
appropriate for facility

characteristics such as mission
importance, cost, and hazards to
people and the environment to be
considered.

Four Usage Categories have
been established to provide a
graded approach to this
design/evaluation approach. The
designation of a Usage Category is
related to a particular
performance goal for which the
design loads and design analysis
methodologies have been
predetermined.

INTEGRATING THE GRADED
APPROACH SYSTEMS

This section explains the
interrelationships between the
graded approach systems and the
manner by which they are
integrated with design.

Figure 1 shows the basic
safety analysis thought process,
the consideration of natural
phenomena events, and the general
relationship with design.

Safety analysis typically
begins with a hazards analysis
step. The hazards analysis
provides a basic understanding of
the radioactive and/or hazardous
materials inventories, their form,
the energy sources that could
disperse the material, and the
proximity to potential receptors.
Based on this initial
understanding of the hazard, the
primary safety function(s) can be
identified. The most important
step in the overall process is the
development of a common
understanding between the safety
analyst and the designer
concerning the safety functionfs).

Design features relied on to
accomplish the necessary safety
functions are identified and
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refined as the design evolves.
The systems, components, and
structures that provide the safety
function are then ranked by the
Safety Classification system
according to their importance to
safety and environmental
protection.

UndsratandHazarda

Wan Wy Safaty
Function!*)

Identify Syatsms,
Components, and Structures
Providing Safety Functions

Determine Consequences 01
Syalam, Component, and

Structure FaHura

Evaluate Againat Safaty
Claaa Criteria

Aeelgn Appropriate Safaty
Clasa to Systems,

Componenta, and Structuraa

Oafina Daaign Requirements

Related to Natural
PlwnomwM Evanto

Figure 1. Linking Safety Analysis,
Natural Phenomena Events, and

Design.

Based on an understanding of
the safety function {particularly
whether or not the function is
needed during and after a natural
phenomena event) and the safety
class assignment, a Usage Category
can be designated. Safety
functions, Safety Classes, and
Usage Categories drive design

requirements. Note that there is
consideration of natural phenomena
in each step of the safety
analysis process; however, natural
phenomena events are not the only
considerations.

Figure 2 depicts the
integration of the three graded
approach systems with design. The
figure also reflects the union of
the safety analysis and
engineering activities. The
shaded boxes are related to the
safety analysis process.

I RtMwitoSaMywdtor
I EmlTOMMIIttlProlMliMt

Figure 2. Integration of the
Graded Approach Systems with

Design Requirements.

As shown, Hazard
Classification does not drive
design requirements. A clear
definition of the safety
function(s) is essential to
relating safety analysis to design
requirements. An understanding of
the safety function(s) is a
prerequisite to establishing
Safety Classes and Usage
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Categories from a safety and
environmental protection
standpoint. Note that Usage
Categories and design requirements
can be driven by items not related
to safety, such as process
functions, prescriptive
requirements (e.g., DOE Order
6430.1A [1]), cost, and mission
importance. Also, the overall
process is iterative as the design
evolves. Initial Safety Class and
Usage Category assignments are
typically applied to major systems
and structures. As the design
evolves, these assignments are
refined, as appropriate, to
components and to component
attributes. (See Figure 3.)

Figure 3. Safety Functions, Safety
Class, and Component Attributes.

Figure 3 shows a pipeline and
a valve. Assume that the valve's
position (open or closed) is only
related to process needs. Assume
also that the safety function
driving the Safety Class
assignment for the pipeline and
valve is the need to confine
liquid within the pipeline and
valve (i.e., to prevent liquid
leaks out of the pipeline system).
The valve parts or attributes that
should be assigned a Safety Class
are those associated with the
accomplishment of this safety
function. The Safety Class parts

would be the valve body, seals,
and weldments to the pipeline,
because they serve as part of the
pressure boundary that ensures
liquid confinement within the
system.

In this example, the motor
operator, electrical power to the
motor, and the valve position
instrumentation should not be
assigned Safety Class, because
their performance does not affect
the ability of the valve to
accomplish its safety function. By
understanding the safety function
that drives the Safety Class
assignment, the essential
requirements can be applied to the
appropriate design features.

By referring to Figure 4, a
basic understanding of the
relative timing of the three
graded approach systems to each
other and to the typical evolution
of a program or project can be
acquired.
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Figure 4. Timing of the Graded
Approach Systems Relative

to a Project.

The figure shows the typical
evolution of a program or project
from conception, through design,
and into operation. As was shown
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in Figure 1, a hazards analysis is
typicaliy accomplished early on
and a Hazard Classification
assignment established.

Because design requirements
must be established early in the
evolution of a project, some
preliminary Safety Class =md Usage
Category assignments must be made
to guide the initial design
activities. As the design
evolves, the Safety Class and
Usage Category assignments evolve
and are refined, typically from a
safety function, to an overall
system, a structure and/or
component, and in some cases to a
component attribute. This process
is iterative.

HANFORD SITB DESIGNATION OF
USAGE CATEGORIES

Employees at the Hanford Site
have supplemented DOE Order
6430.1A [1] and UCRL-15910 [2]
with additional guidance on
natural phenomena event design
and, in particular, on Usage
Category designation. The
supplemental guidance is provided
in Standard Arch-Civil Design
Criteria. Design Loads for
Facilities [4]. This document
prescribes a correlation between
the Safety Class and the Usage
Category designations as shown in
Table 1.

To properly apply the Table 1
correlation and designate an
appropriate Usage Category, the
following must be determined:

• Safety function(s) of the
design feature

• Feature's Safety Class
assignment.

Table 1. Safety class and Usage
Category Correlation.

Safety Class 1 =

Safety Class 2 =

Safety Class 3 =

Non-Safety
Class 4

High Hazard Facilities
Usage Category

Moderate Hazard
Facilities Usage
Category

Important or Low
Hazard Facilities
Usage Category

General Use Facilities
Usage Category

An understanding of the
safety function is needed to
determine if the feature will be
relied on to function during or
after a natural phenomena event.
At a minimur.. the feature will be
assigned Nor.-raf#*ty Class 4 and
designated d.r a .General Use
Facilities '.':,.»;•• Category feature
for natural jf.#r. .nena design
purposes, H m-i-.-vr, if a natural
phenomena ever,* . t the postulated
initiating «••.••*•• r hat drives a
Safety Cla&s . . cr 3
assignment. •v-r. .» will have the
correspond.:.; .*.;.'.»• r Usage
Category d*:..;•. i* .. r..

All 'K.-jr. h»?drd Facilities
Usage Categ:r-;* t«atures will be
Safety Class 1. Hrwever, not all
Safety Class 1 features will
necessarily be designated with a
High Hazard Facilities Usage
Category, because some Safety
Class 1 items may not be required
to perform their safety
function(s) during and/or after a
natural phenomena event.
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PROPOSED RISK-BASED
APPROACH

The Hanford Site is currently
using a deterministic approach to
designate a Usage Category,
whereby the safety function and
the item's Safety Class
designation determine the Usage
Category. However, a quasi-risk-
based approach has been proposed
that would establish the natural
phenomena event design
requirements based on a comparison
of facility risk to the
UCRL-15910 [2] performance goals.
This approach is being considered
for future application at the
Hanford Site.

Risk is a relationship
between the probability and the
consequence of an event. To
implement a risk-based approach,
an "acceptable risk criterion"
must be quantified. Such a
criterion is generically depicted
as a curve, as shown in the
example in Figure 5.

If the risk associated with a
particular ev^nt is above the
curve, design features and/or
operational control restrictions
should be added or modified to
reduce the risk to an acceptable
level below the curve.

In its simplest form, the
risk-based approach to Usage
Category designation can be
explained as a three-step process,
as shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
The initial step is to understand
the hazard, which includes an
estimate of the postulated
consequences from various
initiating events and accidents.
In step 1, the unmitigated
consequences from the various
natural phenomena events are
estimated and overlayed on the
risk curve, as shown in Figure 6.
No credit is allowed for
engineered features that may
ultimately be used to mitigate the
consequences of the natural
phenomena event.

Figure 5. Acceptable Risk.

Figure 6. Step 1.

In step 2, the theoretically
optimum performance goal frequency
is determined. This performance
goal is the frequency identified
at the intersection of the
unmitigated consequence curve and
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the acceptable risk curve, as
shown in Figure 7. At a minimum,
engineered features relied on to
mitigate the consequences of the
natural phenomena event should be
designed to achieve this
performance goal frequency.

HI

, tmitttoM

M \m* '«-« 1M* <W4 <W-1 IN
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Figure 7. Step 2.

However, UCRL-15910 [2]
provides four Usage Categories to
choose from, each with a
corresponding performance goal or
frequency. The third step is to
select the appropriate
UCRL-15910 i.2] Usage Category for
actual design purposes. In Figure
8, the four Usage Category
performance goals are overlayed on
Figure 7 results and are
represented by four vertical
lines, each representing a Usage
Category performance goal
frequency. At a minimum, the
closest, more conservative Usage
Category to the left of the
theoretical performance goal
should be selected.

In the example provided, the
selected Usage Category
performance goal is the Moderate
Hazard Usage Category.

Figure 8, Step 3.

As depicted in Figure 9,
designation of the Moderate Hazard
Usage Category performance goal
will assure that the risk
associated with the natural
phenomena event is acceptable,
because it produces a risk point
below the acceptable risk curve.

10E-* 10€-» 10E-4 10E-3 10E4 10E-1 10C-0

FREQUENCY (PER YEAR)

Figure 9. Acceptable Result.

The "acceptable risk curve"
is the focal point of the risk-
based approach. Employees at the
Hanford Site are working to
establish a risk curve. If the
slope of the curve is too flat,
the benefit to be derived from
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this risk-based approach will be
negligible, because there would be
very little difference in the
consequences for each of the four
performance goal frequencies. The
lack of precision in the dose
consequence estimates would make
this approach impractical.

CONCLUSIONS

The DOE requires its
facilities to be designed to
withstand natural phenomena
events. The design must ensure
survival of the necessary safety
function(s) and should be
accomplished in a graded manner
commensurate with an item's
importance to safety and
environmental protection.

A key to prudent natural
phenomena event design, from a
safety and environmental
protection perspective, is to
establish a clear understanding of
what the safety function(s) is and
what facility design features are
being relied on to accomplish the
safety function(s) during and/or
after a natural phenomena event.
In addition, it is necessary that
the consequence of an item's
failure be determined so that it
can be ranked or graded according
to its importance to safety and/or
environmental protection. Based
on an understanding of an item's
safety function(s) and the
consequence(s) of its failure, a
UCRL-15910 [2] Usage Category can
be designated to assure the
appropriate design against natural
phenomena events.

The Hanford Site has
developed supplemental guidance to
clarify and quantify the
methodology used to designate a
Usage Category. The supplemental
guidance was needed to ensure a

consistent methodology. The
current methodology relies on a
clear understanding of the design
feature's safety function and its
deterministic safety class
assignment, which reflects the
consequence of its failure. A
quasi-risk-based approach has also
been proposed for consideration
and possible future application at
the Kanford Site.
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